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"Peace is that brief glorious moment in history when everybody stands around reloading". - Thomas Jefferson

The United States Marine Corps Legend of the
“Devil Dog” opens a new chapter with the enlistment of Chesty XIV to the office of official Marine
Corps Mascot. The retirement of Chesty XIII offers
Reflections an opportunity to offer an apologetic
analysis of the revered title.
A 9-week-old English bulldog has become the
new mascot for the U.S. Marine Corps and has arrived at the Marine Barracks in Washington.
Chesty has become Pfc. Chesty XIV on March 29,
replacing Sgt. Chesty XIII. Young Chesty is undergoing obedience training.
After his arrival in Washington, Chesty met
Bonnie Amos, wife of Gen. James F. Amos, commandant of the Marine Corps.
(Continued on next page)
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The pup is in the care of Staff Sgt. Jason
Mosser, a member of the U.S. Marine Drum & Bugle Corps, and his wife Christine.
As the Marines’ official mascot, Chesty’s responsibilities will include marching in the Friday
Evening Parades, as well as supporting events
around the nation’s capital.
Chesty comes from five generations of championship bulldogs, which are bred by motherdaughter team Sara Gomez and Abigail Callahan of
Stephens City, Va., according to the Marines. Marine mascots are named for the late Lt. Gen. Lewis
“Chesty” Puller, one of the most decorated officers
in the history of the Marine Corps.
THE LEGEND
A revered Marine Corps legend removes all
traces of ambiguity when referring to the motivational nickname “Devil Dogs”.
When the Germans were facing the Marines at
the battle of Belleau Wood in April of 1918 they
might well have thought that the Marines had come
from hell. Expert Marine marksmanship was dropping the Germans from ranges far beyond anything
they had experienced before and they were terrified.
All Marines know that there is tradition and
then there is truth, and that the two do not always
intersect. Marine tradition says that the Germans
referred to the Marines as “hounds from hell” or
Teufel-hunde.
Bob Aquilina of the Marine Corps History Division has stated that there is no credible evidence
that German troops referred to the Marines as
“Devil Dogs”. Aquilina went further to say that a
Marine Corps magazine reported the Germans calling the Marines “teufel-hunde” two months before
Belleau Wood.
Whether tradition or truth, the Marines are
now Devil Dogs. They have been since 1918 when
a Marine recruiting poster showed a helmeted bulldog chasing a German dachshund while directing
viewers of the poster to the “DEVIL DOGS RECRUITING STATION”.
The bulldog was thereafter associated with the
Marines and they adopted it as their mascot. On
14 October 1922 a registered English Bulldog, King
Bulwark, was ceremoniously enlisted into the Marine Corps by Brigadier General Smedley Butler for
“the term of life”. King Bulwark was renamed
“Jiggs” and given the rank of private.

Within three months Jiggs wore the chevrons of
a corporal on his custom-made uniform. He was
meritoriously promoted to the rank of sergeant on
New Years Day of 1924. Jiggs prospered as a
model Marine sergeant and was again promoted
seven month later to the rank of Sergeant Major.
Sergeant Major Jiggs died on 9 January 1927.
He was mourned throughout the Corps by his admirers as he lay in a satin lined coffin surrounded
by flowers in a hangar at Quantico. Jiggs was
interred with full military honors.
Sergeant Major Jiggs was replaced by Jiggs II,
an English Bulldog who was the personal pet of
heavyweight boxing champion James J. “Gene”
Tunney, a Marine veteran of World War II.
Jiggs II showed a total lack of military discipline and respect for authority. He chased and bit
people and found barracks life distasteful. He died
of heat exhaustion during a rampage in 1928.
The Marine Corps had a series of English Bulldog mascots during the 1930’s, 1940’s and early
1950’s, all named Smedley as a tribute to General
Butler.
Late in the 1950’s the Marine Barracks in
Washington, D.C. became the home of a new
bulldog mascot who was named “Chesty” to honor
he legendary Lieutenant General Lewis B. “Chesty”
Puller. Chesty made his debut as the Corps mascot during the evening parade at the Marine
Barracks on 5 July 1957. Strutting smartly in his
dress blue uniform, Chesty was adored by the media.
Upon the demise of Chesty the Marines adopted
Chesty II, a renegade misfit who went AWOL.
Chesty II”s singular constructive contribution to
the “Devil Dog” legacy was to sire his replacement.
Chesty III was the epitomy of Marine excellence
and was awarded the Good Conduct Medal.
Several bulldogs followed Chesty III.
The
English Bulldog does not nave a long life span.
When Chesty VI died after an evening parade a Marine detachment in Tennessee notified Washington
that their mascot, Lance Corporal Bodacious Little,
was standing by for Permanent Change of Station
Orders.
Lance Corporal Bodacious Little reported for
duty at the Marine Barracks, Washington, and was
ceremoniously renamed Chesty VII. Chesty VII and
the English Bulldogs that followed him epitomize
the fighting spirit of the United States Marines.
Tough, muscular, aggressive, fearless and often
arrogant, they are the ultimate canine warriors.
English
Bulldogs,
Teufel-hunden, DEVIL
DOGS. They symbolize the ethos of the warrior
culture of the United States Marine Corps.
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Commanding Officer Detachment Reconnaissance Company, 1st Provisional Marine Brigade - Korea
Commanding Officer Reconnaissance Company, Headquarter Battalion, 1st Marine Division - Korea

Recon Marines who served in the First Marine
Division’s Reconnaissance Company during the
1950’s era often cite the extraordinary achievements of members of the Company during that period of time and boast that a high percentage of
their Company’s members made the Marine Corps
their permanent profession.
Most notable among the officers who served the
Company during the Korean War and the Cold War
period and then in Vietnam are Major Generals
Kenneth J. Houghton and James L. Day. Both
were decorated World War II veterans and both
were in the Company in Korea. General Houghton
was the Commanding Officer of the Detachment
Reconnaissance Company in the First Provisional
Marine Brigade and thereafter Commanding Officer
of Reconnaissance Company during the early stages of the Division’s move on Seoul. General Day, as
a Platoon Leader in the Company during its last
weeks before the truce. General Houghton was
wounded during the 19 September Reconnaissance
swim of the Han River and was evacuated to Japan.
General Day participated in the ill fated February
28 1953 Gray Rock ambush during the “Outpost
War”. Both men served the Corps with distinction
for decades thereafter.
Yet a third Reconnaissance Company officer
attained the rank of general. Philip D. Shutler
served as the Commanding Officer of the Reconnaissance Company contingent of Far East Naval
Command Special Operations Group Task Force
element 90.1 during the months of August and
September of 1950 and led his contingent to the
award of a Navy Unit Citation for service with members of Navy Underwater Demolition Teams 1 and
2. Lieutenant General Shutler distinguished himself after Korea as a Marine Aviation pioneer.
General Houghton was born October 17, 1920,
in San Francisco, Calif. He graduated from Polytechnic High School there in 1938, and from the
University of San Francisco with a B.S. degree in
Political Science and Economics in 1942.He received a M. A. in Political Science from George
Washington University, Washington, D. C., in 1962.
He enlisted in the U. S. Marine Corps April
15,1942, and was commissioned a Marine Corps
second lieutenant September 26, 1942. During
World War II, General Houghton saw action at

MAJOR GENERAL KENNETH HOUGHTON

Daily Ration Allowance
in
1775, Continental Marines
•1 pd bread
•1 pd meat
•1 pd potatoes or turnips, or .5
pd pease
•.5 pt rum
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Tarawa, the Marshall Islands and on Saipan. He
was promoted to first lieutenant June 22, 1943,
and to December 31, 1944.Following the war, he
saw a tour of sea duty as Commanding of the
Marine Detachment aboard the USS Atlanta, 19471949. He served as a rifle company commander
and division reconnaissance company commander
with the 1st Marine Division, Fleet Marine Force,
Camp Pendleton, Calif., until June 1950.During
the
Korean conflict, he was Brigade Reconnaissance
Detachment Commander, 1st Provisional
Marine
Brigade, and Reconnaissance Company
Commander, 1st Marine Division. It was during
this period the he won his first Silver Star Medal
and Bronze Star Medal with Combat and gold star
in lieu of a
second Bronze Star Medal.
Wounded in action in October 1950, he was
evacuated to a U. S. Naval Hospital where he
remained until January 1951.
He was promoted to major January 1, 1951. In
February, 1951, he was assigned duty as Assistant
Operations Officer and Aide-de-Camp to the
Commanding General, Headquarters, Department
of the Pacific, San Francisco, Calif., until the following May.From June 1951 until July 1953, he
was Staff Secretary and Aide-de-Camp to the
Commanding General, General Graves B. Erskine,
USMC, Headquarters, Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic,
Norfolk, Va.In March 1954, he completed the
Infantry Officer's Advanced Course Infantry School,
Fort Benning, Ga.He then became Officer-inCharge Tactics Group, The Basic School, Marine
Corps Schools, Quantico, VA, serving in this
capacity until August 1956.After completion of
Senior School at Quantico in June 1957, he served
a two-year tour of duty as G-3 Training Officer,
Fleet Marine Force, Pacific, at Camp H.M. Smith in
Hawaii.He was promoted to lieutenant colonel
January 1956.General Houghton served from June
1959 until February 1961, as Commanding Officer,
3d battalion, 5th Marines 1st and 3d Marine
Division (transplacement Battalion), (Reinforced),
Fleet Marine Force, San Francisco.He then attended the Army War College, Carlisle Barracks Pa.,
completing the course in June 1962. Transferred
to Headquarters Marine Corps, he served as Joint
Action Officer, G-4 Division, until April 1964, then
was assigned as Action Officer, J-5 Division, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, serving in the latter capacity until
February 1967.For his service as J-3 Action
Officer, he was awarded the Legion of Merit.He was
promoted to colonel July 1, 1964.
In February of 1967 General Houghton took
command of the 5th Marine Regiment in the
Republic of Vietnam. During the six months

E. M. Penland Photo—1957

period he commanded the 5th Marines, he was
awarded the Navy Cross, a gold star in lieu of a
second Silver Star Medal and two gold stars in lieu
of a second and third Purple Heart Medal. He was
subsequently assigned as Assistant Chief of Staff
III Marine Amphibious Force, and held that billet
until February of 1968. For this service he was
awarded a gold star in lieu or a second Legion of
Merit.
Upon his return to the United States, General
Houghton was assigned duty as Executive Officer,
G-1 Division, Headquarters Marine Corps, in April
1968.After advancement to the rank of brigadier
general on August 21, 1968, he assumed duties as
Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff G-1 Headquarters
Marine Corps until February 1970.In March 1970
General Houghton was assigned as Chief of Staff,
Fleet Marine Force, Pacific.During May 1972 he
assumed duties as Deputy Commander, Fleet
Marine Force, Pacific while serving, as Fleet Marine
Force, Pacific.In October 1972 General Houghton
was assigned as Commanding General, Force
Troops, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific and Marine
Corps base, Twenty-nine Palms, Calif.
He was promoted to major general on April 2,
1973.Major General Houghton assumed command
of the First Marine Division on May 1, 1973.On
August 23, 1974, he assumed command of the 3d
Marine Division.Later, during that assignment, he
also assumed the duties of Commanding General,
III Marine Amphibious Force, Okinawa.He assumed
duty as Commanding General, Marine Corps
Recruit Depot San Diego, Calif., in August 1975,
serving in this capacity until his retirement on
November 1, 1977.
Major General Kenneth J. Houghton retired
from the Marine Corps on November 1, 1977; upon
retirement, he was awarded the Distinguished
Service Medal for exceptionally meritorious service
in his final assignment as Commanding General,
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, Calif.,
from August 1975 through October 1977.
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The President of the United States of America takes pleasure
in presenting the Silver Star to Captain Kenneth J. Houghton
(MCSN: 0-13965), United States Marine Corps, for conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity as Commanding Officer of Reconnaissance Company, Headquarters Battalion, FIRST Marine
Division (Reinforced), in action against enemy aggressor forces in Korea on 19 September 1950. Assigned to lead a small
detachment in a reconnaissance of an enemy held shore line,
Captain Houghton successfully swam the Han River, reconnoitered the beaches and nearby town and, returning with his
patrol to the shore, was attacked by intense hostile small arms,
machine gun and mortar fire. Repeatedly exposing himself to
the enemy barrage, he directed and supervised the destruction
of his equipment and then ordered his men into the water. Undeterred by the pain from wounds inflicted by hostile mortar
fire, which also wounded several others while the patrol was
swimming back, he continued to swim, with assistance, to a
friendly amphibious vehicle and subsequently reported
information of vital importance to division intelligence. His
aggressive initiative, tactical ability and courageous actions
were contributing factors in permitting the neutralization of
enemy positions by friendly air strikes and in preventing an
ambush of the main landing force. His undaunted devotion to
duty reflects great credit upon Captain Houghton and the United States Naval Service.

The President of the United States of America takes pleasure
in presenting the Navy Cross to Colonel Kenneth J. Houghton
(MCSN: 0-13965), United States Marine Corps, for extraordinary heroism as Commanding Officer, Fifth
Marines, FIRST
Marine Division (Reinforced), Fleet Marine Force, in the
Republic of Vietnam from 26 May to 5 June 1967. The Fifth
Marine Regiment was launched on
Operation UNION II to
track down the remnants of the 21st North Vietnamese
Regiment, which had been thoroughly decimated by them nine
days previous. Responding to
intelligence reports that the
enemy was attempting to withdraw to the western mountains,
Colonel Houghton committed two battalions in pursuit. The
First Battalion swept overland while the Third Battalion was
enveloped by
helicopter near Cam La. The Third Battalion
met with heavy resistance, but completely overran the enemy
positions,
causing many casualties. He was
constantly in
the
operational area, bravely exposing himself to all the hazards of the battlefield. Colonel Houghton revised his tactics
when intelligence reports indicated a much larger enemy force
in the area, which was identified as the 3d North Vietnamese
Regiment and pointed to a buildup along the Suio Cau Doi River, in the vicinity of Vinh Huy (2).
Instantly reacting, he
launched his attack from the east, with the First and Third Battalions abreast and the Second in reserve. On 2 June, the First
Battalion came under intense enemy mortar, recoilless rifle and
automatic weapons fire, indicating contact with the main force
of the 3d North
Vietnamese Army force. While the First and
Third Battalions maintained heavy pressure on the enemy, he
committed the Second Battalion to assault the enemy's flank.
Although wounded at this time, he continued to aggressively
advance on the enemy with renewed determination. Colonel
Houghton launched a bold night attack which smashed through
the
enemy defenses, and annihilated the large
enemy
force. By his outstanding leadership, gallant fighting spirit and
bold initiative, he contributed materially to the success of the
FIRST Marine Division, thereby upholding the highest traditions
of the Marine Corps and the United States Naval Service.

Major General
Frank E. Lowe , US Army
1950

General Lowe was President Truman’s personal
representative…...sent to Korea to report on the Marines
to Truman. He tried to pull rank for a slot on the Han
River recon swim. Captain Houghton vetoed the idea.
Lowe’s time with the First Marine Division made him a
believer…...much to Truman’s chagrin.
HU
QUANTICO MARINES ATHLETES REUNION PHOTO
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BY: Adam Kredo
The Washington Free Beacon
Marine

The United States Marine Corps is set to shed more than
20,000 active duty positions in the coming years and have
already commenced a process meant to force some senior
officers into an early retirement.
The Marines are on course to cut around 4,000 positions a
year through 2017, decreasing the total number of Marines to
182,100 from its peak last year of 202,100, according to a
major scale-down order that was quietly issued last year.
The reduction in forces could leave the elite fighting force
underprepared to battle multiple regional threats, particularly
those in the Middle East, according to military experts.
The impending cuts are independent of the $1.2 trillion in
mandatory cuts, otherwise known as sequestration, which will
take place next month if Congress fails to reach a preventative
deal. “The effect will be that there will not be sufficient
Marines available to both be ‘America’s 9-1-1 force’ and to be
ready for sustained ground combat,” said Steven Bucci, a
former deputy assistant secretary of defense who warned that
the decreased number of Marines will leave the force
overstretched.
“Right now, the Marines are trying to go back to the role of
floating about on the three ship Amphibious Readiness Group
(ARG) missions forward deployed around the world,” Bucci
said, referring to a joint Navy and Marine unit that performs
sea-to-shore missions. “There was no ARG available to
respond to Benghazi [terror attacks] because the Marines have
had so many combat units fighting elsewhere.”
“Cuts will prohibit [the Marines] from returning to this key
role,” said Bucci, director of the Allison Center for Foreign
Policy Studies at the Heritage Foundation.
A spokesperson in the Marines’ Manpower and Reserve
Affairs office said that the corps typically “transitions” 30,00035,000 Marines per year, “so we are only talking about 5,000
more per year on top of that.”
There are currently 195,000 active duty members,
according to the official. “In order to keep faith with our Marines, we are looking to maximize voluntary measures,” the
spokesperson said. “As such, several force-shaping authorities
are available to us and we are offering them to Marines—in a
targeted fashion.”
As the Army carries out a similarly massive drawdown in
forces, the Marines are being forced to enter combat roles for
which they are not primarily suited, said Thomas Donnelly, a
former policy group director for the House Armed Services
Committee.
The Army began discharging and reassigning 60,000 soldiers, according to the Daily News of Jacksonville, N.C.
Army leaders were informed the Army is “fundamentally
”altering its structure and that “some fully qualified soldiers
will be denied re-enlistment,” according to an Army Times
report. “The problem will come if there’s a need to reverse the
current retreat in the Middle East, the wars most likely to

demand long-term, larger-scale land forces,” explained
Donnelly, who is currently a fellow at the American Enterprise
Institute.
“In a few years, the Army will be worse off than it was
prior to 9/11 and less able—though the most natural and most
able long-war force—to sustain that sort of operation,” he said.
“Under those circumstances the Marines will get sucked back
into the sort of mission they’ve had in Anbar and Helmand
[provinces in Iraq and Afghanistan] of late.”
The Marines have already announced the formation of
several voluntary and coercive commissions aimed at paring
down the force.
Selective early retirement boards, for example, will force
at least 200 lieutenant colonels out of the service, according to
unclassified announcements. “Officers selected for early
retirement have been personally notified of their selection by
the first marine three-star general officer in their chain of
command,” states one announcement that was issued last
week.
Another forced retirement notice from last year acknowledges that the Marines are under-resourced. “As we move into
an environment of reduced resources and reduced end strength,
we face tough decisions that will affect the marines who have
been dedicated to service throughout the recent decades of
peace and war,” the announcement states. “For a second time,
our corps must face the tough decision of how to manage the
kind of surplus in senior field grade officers we have today.”
Other officers are being forced to compete for scant positions,
according to another announcement issued in November. An
“officer retention board” will determine which officers can
remain on active duty, according to the notice.
“Career designation is a force shaping tool that allows for
the management of the officer population by retaining the best
qualified officers from each year group,” the notice states.
“Those selected for career designation are offered the
opportunity to remain on active duty.” “Officers will be considered for career designation in five competitive categories in
the military occupational specialties (MOS) listed,” including
proficiency in combat arms and other areas.
Several voluntary programs additionally offer enlisted
members an early retirement. The programs are meant to
quickly pare down the force and save costs in a tight budgetary
environment.
The Marines could be forced to cut an additional number of
enlisted members should the sequestration take effect later this
year, leaving the force even weaker, experts said.
“Sequestration would badly hurt USMC readiness,” said
Heritage’s Bucci. “Now that the president seems to have put
the blame on the Republicans, the other [Joint Chiefs of Staff]
have finally started to fess up to the truth: These cuts will
make the military hollow.”
“They will not have enough people, trainings, or equipment to
provide for the common defense,” Bucci said.
This entry was posted in National Security and tagged Army, Marines.
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FOR MANY YEARS WE RECOGNIZED
HER EXCELLENCE AS A SINGER
AND
ACTRESS IN MOTION PICTURES
AND
TELEVISION
LITTLE DID WE KNOW THAT SHE HAD
A SECOND OCCUPATION
WHICH PLACES HER ON A MUCH
HIGHER PLANE THAN
THE COMMON HOLLYWOOD
PERFORMER OF TODAY
The most unforgivable oversight of TV is that her
shows were not taped. I was unaware of her credentials
or where she is buried. Somehow I just can't see Brittany
Spears, Paris Hilton, or Jessica Simpson doing what this
woman (and the other USO women, including Ann Margaret & Joey Heatherton) did for our troops in past wars.
Most of the old time entertainers were made of a lot
sterner stuff than today's crop of activists bland whiners.
The following is from an Army Aviator who takes a
trip down memory lane:
"It was just before Thanksgiving '67 and we were ferrying dead and wounded from a large GRF west of Pleiku.
We had run out of body bags by noon, so the Hook
(CH-47 CHINOOK) was pretty rough in the back. All of a
sudden, we heard a 'take-charge' woman's voice in the
rear.
There was the singer and actress, Martha Raye, with
a SF (Special Forces) beret and jungle fatigues, with
subdued markings, helping the wounded into the Chinook, and carrying the dead aboard.
'Maggie' had been visiting her SF 'heroes' out 'west'.
We took off, short of fuel, and headed to the USAF
hospital pad at Pleiku. As we all started unloading our
sad pax's, a 'Smart Mouth' USAF Captain said to
Martha.... "Ms. Ray, with all these dead and wounded to
process, there would not be time for your show!"
To all of our surprise, she pulled on her right collar
and said ......"Captain, see this eagle? I am a full 'Bird' in
the US Army Reserve, and on this is a 'Caduceus'which
means I am a Nurse, with a surgical specialty....now, take
me to your wounded!"
He said, "Yes ma'am.... follow me."
Several times at the Army Field Hospital in Pleiku, she
would cover' a surgical shift, giving a nurse a welldeserved break.
Martha is the only woman buried in the SF (Special
Forces) cemetery at Ft Bragg.
- ANONOMOUS -

Our grateful thanks to Sgt. John Camara for forwarding this wonderful article to Reflections. Visit John
at his website
http://www.reconmarine.com/
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Who remembers goof-off and slow moving Sibley and
Campbell with concussion and splinters from premature explosion of bridge abutment…………...and Strickland tipseydoodle as usual during much of this exercise? Chalk Sibley
and Campbell up to inexperience…………..maybe Strickland was entitled to the booze with his Chosin feet. This
PacTraEx did, however convince some of us amateurs of
Captain Finne’s ability to keep the group together and get the
job done.
This grossly retouched crop of Captain Finne is the only
likeness of him in our library…….can anyone furnish other
photos of him?

BTW...that IS Bill Hay over his shoulder….Christmas 1955

Thanks, yet again, to the wise and discerning eye of Captain Eugene Breeze
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Answer to last month’s WHATZ’EM
From the Sand Pit.
It's freezing here. I'm sitting on hard cold dirt between
rocks and shrubs at the base of the Hindu Kush Mountains ,
along the Dar'yoi Pomir River, watching a hole that leads to a
tunnel that leads to a cave.
Stake out, my friend, and no pizza delivery for thousands
of miles.
I also glance at the area around my ass every ten to fifteen
seconds to avoid another scorpion sting. I've actually given up
battling the chiggers and sand fleas, but the scorpions give a
jolt like a cattle prod. Hurts like a bastard. The antidote tastes
like transmission fluid, but God bless the Marine Corps for
the five vials of it in my pack.
The one truth the Taliban cannot escape is that, believe it or
not, they are human beings, which means they have to eat food
and drink water. That requires couriers and that's where an old
bounty hunter like me comes in handy. I track the couriers,
locate the tunnel entrances and storage facilities, type the info
into the handheld, shoot the coordinates up to the satellite link
that tells the air commanders where to drop the hardware. We
bash some heads for a while, then I track and record the new
movement.
It's all about intelligence. We haven't even brought in the
snipers yet. These scurrying rats have no idea what they're in
for. We are but days away from cutting off supply lines and
allowing the eradication to begin. But you know me, I'm a romantic. I've said it before and I'll say it again: This country
blows, man. It's not even a country. There are no roads, there's
no infrastructure, there's no government. This is an inhospitable, rock pit shit hole ruled by eleventh century warring tribes.
There are no jobs here like we know jobs.
Afghanistan offers two ways for a man to support his family: join the opium trade or join the army. That's it. Those are
your options. Oh, I forgot, you can also live in a refugee camp
and eat plum-sweetened, crushed beetle paste and squirt mud
like a goose with stomach flu, if that's your idea of a party. But
the smell alone of those 'tent cities of the walking dead' is
enough to hurl you into the poppy fields to cheerfully scrape
bulbs for eighteen hours a day.
I've been living with these Tajiks and Uzbeks, and Turkmen and even a couple of Pushtuns, for over a month-and-ahalf now, and this much I can say for sure: These guys, all of
'em, are Huns...actual, living Huns.. They LIVE to fight. It's
what they do. It's ALL they do. They have no respect for
anything, not for their families, nor for each other, nor for
themselves. They claw at one another as a way of life. They
play polo with dead calves and force their five-year-old sons
into human cockfights to defend the family honor. Huns,
roaming packs of savage, heartless beasts who feed on each
other's barbarism. Cavemen with AK-47's. Then again, maybe
I'm just cranky.
I'm freezing my ass off on this stupid hill because my lap
warmer is running out of juice, and I can't recharge it until the
sun comes up in a few hours.

Remember how they got scuzzy and moldy in the heat?
Oh yeah! You like to write letters, right? Do me a favor,
Bizarre Write letter to CNN and tell Wolf and Anderson and
that awful, sneering, pompous Aaron Brown to stop calling the
Taliban 'smart.' They are not smart. I suggest CNN invest in a
dictionary because the word they are looking for is 'cunning.'
The Taliban are cunning, like jackals and hyenas and wolverines. They are sneaky and ruthless, and when confronted,
cowardly. They are hateful, malevolent parasites who create
nothingand destroy everything else. Smart. Pfft. Yeah, they're
real smart.
They've spent their entire lives reading only one book (and
not a very good one, as books go) and consider hygiene and
indoor plumbing to be products of the devil. They're still
figuring out how to work a Bic lighter. Talking to a Taliban
warrior about improving his quality of life is like trying to
teach an ape how to hold a pen; eventually he just gets
frustrated and sticks you in the eye with it.
OK, enough. Snuffle will be up soon, so I have to get back
to my hole. Covering my tracks in the snow takes a lot of
practice, but I'm good at it.
Please, I tell you and my fellow Americans to turn off the
TV sets and move on with your lives. The story line you are
getting from CNN and other news agencies is utter bullshit
and designed not to deliver truth but rather to keep you glued
to the screen through the commercials. We've got this one
under control The worst thing you guys can do right now is sit
around analyzing what we're doing over here, because you
have no idea what we're doing, and really, you don't want to
know. We are your military, and we are doing what you sent
us here to do.
Saucy Jack
Recon Marine in Afghanistan
Semper Fi
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A great sense of humility prevents us from being more specific

FIRST MARINE DIVISION ASSOCIATION REUNION - MILWAUKEE, WI. AUGUST 12—18 2013
http://www.1stmarinedivisionassociation.org/Upcoming%20Events.html
NASHVILLE - 2008

DENVER - 2006

ANSAN ANTONIO-2010

ARLINGTON - 2011

ANAHEIM—2009

PORTLAND—2012

DISCLAIMER

QUANTICO - 2007

Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the
distinctor and are not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question.
Likewise, all photographs are to be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. All
copyrighted material was copied right. This publication claims no endorsement from any government agency, Pizza
Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American Military Brandy,
Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish Crackers, Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company, Gaylord Opryland
Hotel, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn ‘ Boudro’s Texas Bistro, Mickey Finn MCL or the Officers Club at MCB
Quantico or The Old Spaghetti Factory of Portland Oregon..
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